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Abstract 

On January 12, 197, the Indian Point Unit 3 reactor pressure vessel 

underwent an unscheduled descent during its installation. As a consequence 

of that inciden Oak Ridge National Laboratory was asked by Consolidated 

Edison to provide Technical consultation regarding the reinspection of 

the vessel being conducted by Westinghouse Electric Company. The re

inspection involved visual and dimensional checks of the vessel, as well 

as non-destructive examination techniques such as dye penetrant, magnetic 

particle and ultrasonic. The results of these non-destructive examinations 

served as the basis for an assessment of possible damage to the unit 

based on fracture mechanics. None of the inspections revealed any 

indications of damage to the pressure vessel. This position was 

further substantiated by the fracture mechanics calculations. The 

ORNL consultants concluded that the vessel was not damaged as a con

sequence of the incident, thereby confirming a similar conclusion by 

Westinghouse Electric Company.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

On January 12, 1971, the Indian Point Unit 3 reactor pressure vessel 

underwent an unscheduled descent while being hoisted during its placement 

in the pit in which it is to operate. At the time of the incident, the 

vessel was the property of the prime contractor, Westinghouse Electric 

Corporation, who had subcontracted thepressure vessel to Combustion Engi

neering. The purchaser, Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Incor

porated (Con Ed), obtained the consultation services of the Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory (ORNL).  

The consultation services requested of ORNL as described in Consoli

dated Edison's letter to Dr. H. M. Roth of the AEC dated February 2, 1971, 

were: 

1.. Review of the details of the analysis and inspection programs 

planned by Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering so as to'advise Con Ed 

as to their sufficiency or to suggest needed additional inspection or 

analyses.  

2. To follow up on the inspections themselves to determine the 

adequacy of performance or suggested desired adjustments and their per

formance and, if it appears required, make recommendations to Con Ed re

garding additional inspections or tests.  

3. Review the data and the analysis performed under Westinghouse

Combustion Engineering program and advise Con Ed as to their opinion of the 

conclusion made by Westinghouse and Combustion.Engineering concerning the 

integrity of the vessel.  

4. Prepare a final report which includes all the observations and 

activities performed by ORNL and their conclusions.  

A three-man ORNL task force was established to undertake the desig

nated work. The ORNL task force first visited the Indian Point site in 

late January before the vessel was moved following the incident.
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,On February 1, a copy of the reactor vessel reinspection program 

prepared for Westinghouse by Combustion Engineering (CE), the fabricators 

of the pressure vessel, was received from Con Ed. The program was reviewed 

and suggestions concerning additional inspections were prepared. At a 

meeting with Con Ed, Westinghouse, and CE on March 2, 1971, in Chattanooga, 

Tennessee, changes were made in the proposed CE reinspection program, most 

noteworthy of which was the addition of the ultrasonic inspection tech

nique.  

The reinspection of the reactor vessel was done on March 10 through 

March 12 at the Indian Point site by personnel from the CE plant in 

Chattanooga with ORNL personnel present. Following that inspection, ORNL 

personnel commented on their concern regarding certain aspects of the 

magnetic particle and ultrasonic examinations.  

ORNL personnel conclude that a 2-in. flaw size could not have gone 

undetected in the inspected areas. This information facilitated an assess

ment of the effects on the reactor vessel, based on stress analysis and 

fracture mechanics.: It concluded that flaws of less than 2 in. would not 

have been extended as a consequence of the incident.  

ORNL's comments regarding the inspection were discussed in a meeting 

between the interested parties at CE in Chattanooga on April 23, 1971, and 

a second reinspection to cover the ultrasonic and magnetic particle tests 

was scheduled. The reinspection was done satisfactorily on April 29 

through May 1.  

The ORNL task force concluded that no damage was done to the Indian 

Point Unit 3 reactor pressure vessel as a result of the January 12, 1971, 

incident. This is based on both the results of the inspections, which 

were observed and substantiated by ORNL personnel, as well as by the 

analysis based on fracture mechanics.  

In addition, the ORNIh task-force reviewed the report of the Handling 

Incident Investigation for the Indian.Point Unit No. 3 Reactor Vessel 

submitted to Con Ed'by Westinghouse Electric Corporation. Westinghouse 

concluded that the vessel was not damaged as a result of the incident, 

with which we agreed. However, we take exception to some comments con

cerning the nondestructive examination and their remarks regarding the 

stress analysis.
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A summary of the findings of the ORNL task force is presented in 

this report.  

-. 2. DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT 

2.1 General 

Following the arrangements for consulting services, and ORNL task 

force visited the power plant site, Buchanan, New York, nine days after 

the occurrence of the incident. Two half days, January 21 and 22, were 

spent inspecting the vessel and discussing the incident with Con Ed and 

WEDCO personnel. In addition, Con Ed gave ORNL photographs which had 

been taken before, during, and after the incident. Figure 1 shows the 

vessel and the shipping-rig to which it is bolted being delivered.  

2.2 Sequence of Events.. .  

Con Ed obtained information documented on the. incident from inter

views with a number of witnesses. The weather was clear, and the tempera
0 

ture was.32 F. The weight of the vessel, sled, etc., was as follows:-

Reactor vessel . . 344 tons 
Shipping rig. 85 tons .  
Vessel cover 9' tons 
Nozzle and penetration covers: 3 tons
Crane hook. -15 tons 

After the vessel and its skid had been moved into position near the 

center of the partially erected containment vessel shell, the hoist hooks 

were attached to the vessel rig. This attachment was made on the top end 

of the vessel (in its normal-operating position). The top end of the ves

sel was then lifted while the front end of the skid rested on the floor.  

During hoisting, photographs were made showing the vessel at various 

stages of ascent up to about an 850 angle with the horizontal . This posi

tion of the vessel and shipping sled is shown in Fig. 2. When the vessel 

was raised to about 850 angle, the hoist motorin the crane overheated



Fig. 1. Vessel Being Moved Onto Site. Note shipping ring and U

shaped hold-down bolts.
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Fig. 2. Vessel and Shipping Rig at About 850 Elevation. At this 

position the lifting operation was halted to allow the crane motors to 

cool. Vessel, crane hook, shipping rig, and covers weigh about 456 tons.
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and hoisting was subsequently halted. When hoisting was restarted, the 

vessel and its skid fell back to the horizontal position and close to their 

original location on .the..floor. The incident was caused by the failure of 

the hoist.  

The visual inspection of the pressure vessel at this time gave no 

indication of any damage.  

2.3 Preliminary Assessment of Evidence 

Personnel gave varied descriptions of the incidents; the one aspect 

in which there seems to be some agreement is that the descent took from 

15 to 60 sec. The vessel and shipping rig sat on temporary flooring of 

steel plate on 24-in. -wide flange beams.  

A photograph (Fig. 3) of the ply-wood sheet which was under one of the 

"runners" of the shipping rig revealed a set of circular indentations due 

to the sled runners and a second set of less-distinct marks about 1 ft 

behind the first. This evidence indicates that the vessel may have just 

begun to leave the floor (at which time the crane was bearing the full 

load) when the crane failure occurred. This would have resulted i n the 

slight skip backward. The vessel then realigned itself in the horizontal 

position. The wire ropes that were attached to the hoist (and, conse

quently, hoist house) dragged'the operator's cabin as the vessel realigned 

itself.. The cabin could have acted as a brake.  

The vessel descended to the left of its original position. One track 

(channel) was flattened. The only obvious structural deformation occurred 

in the six 24-in.-wide flange beams buckled in the area on which the upper 

left portion of the vessel came to rest (Fig. 4). The deformation is in 

the web portion and was instrumental in permitting the estimation of stress 

required in the structural evaluation (Sect. 4).  

Another measure of the "severity" of the descent is indicated by the 

tack welds that hold the deck plates together. They appear to be single

pass welds whose nil-ductility transition temperature should be. higher than 

50 F. These welds were not cracked. This was true of all the deck plate 

welds observed both near and under the vessel. The short tack welds



Fig. 3. Plywood That Rested Below Front "Runners" of Shipping Rig 
(see Fig. 2). Note circular indentations caused by bo~lt holes in ship
ping rig (see Fig. 1). Double set of indentations indicate vessel plus 
shipping rig was off the ground.
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Fig. 4. Buckled Wide Flange Beams at Top Left (as viewed from bot

tom) of Vessel. The shipping rig "runner," 1 i/2-in.-thick plate is evi

dent. The webs of six beams were buckled for a distance of about 5 to 6 

ft. The shipping rig extended beyond the support floor at this location.

I .  I
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contain sharp notches.-. This, fact combined:with the presumably low tough

ness of a noncritical weld could result-in-their- failure- at fairly low 

impact loads.  

Other effects that may have been a-result of-the' fall -were: (1) an 

indication that the: hold-down.U-bolts,may -have-slipped about 1/2 to 1 in.  

and (2) a bolt about . in... in: diameter. that- was- a structural component 

of the shipping rig-had failed:.in-what appeared to- be- a-brittle manner.  

2.4 Relevant Pressure Vessel History 

The pressure vessel as .built in- accordance with the ASME Boiler 

and Pressure Vessel:Code, Section III, -"Nuclear Vessel," which was in 

effect in April 1966... The vessel was fabricated from ASTM A302, grade B, 

steel and modified; in accordance with CE'purchase specification P3F12(a).  

This modification results in a:steel that is essentially ASTM A533, grade 

B, class 1. The thickness of the vessel ranged from 8 5/8 to 10 3/4 in.  

excluding the approximately 1/4-in, -stainless- steel overlay.  

The vessel was manufactured by Combustion-Engineering in Chattanooga, 

Tennessee. It was subject to those inspection requirements in the applic

able Code edition at the time of fabrication. In addition, the vessel 

was given an ultrasonic inspection after the hydrostatic test; and a 
"map" was made of the indications. This "map" was available as part of 

the overall information leading to conclusions regarding the integrity 

of the vessel. It did not contain: any indications in the areas of interest 

to us due to the incident.  

3. NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING-AND INSPECTION 

3.1 The First Post-Incident Inspection 

After the pressure vessel incident, Combustion Engineering proposed 

a program of analysis and inspection to-assess the damage (if any) sus

tained by the vessel. The program included visual examination of the 

entire vessel with emphasis on the impact areas and other critical regions, 

dimensional inspections (primarily major diameters of the vessel), 

functional checks of instrument tubes and threads in stud holds, magnetic
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particle inspection,. and, penetrant :examination. ' ORNL and- Con Ed reviewed 

the proposed inspection, program .and-:recommended - a.-..number . of changes in

cluding (1) the addition.-of: a:..-few:dimensionarlmeasurements, (2) adding 

inspection areas for. magneticparticle-and-penetrant examinations (e.g., 

welds in areas of maximum..bending moment)-,- and- (3)-adding ultrasonic 

examination to detect possible.- subsurface--discontinuities, particularly 

in welds. at regions- of- impact. or maximum-bending moment.  

On March 2, 1971, representatives.from°Con, Ed-, Westinghouse, CE, and 

ORNL agreed .on the' scope. of. the--vessel-inspection (seeAppendix A).  

On March 10. and .11i,_:1971.,: ORNL: personnel were at the Indian Point 

Plant to witness the.inspection:being..performed-by CE-personnel. ORNL 

personnel considered: that:.the .-visual-and-dimensional inspections were 

performed in accordance with the procedure-and in an adequate manner. No 

evi dence of damage was revealed- byT-these examinations. The liquid pene

trant examination was performed with a-marginal technique, but was con-

sidered to be adequate for the intended purpose. Again, no evidence of 

damage was revealed. It was considered that the magnetic particle 

examination was inadequate due-to insufficient'application of powder 

and too short a time. being used -formagnetizing and observation. The 

ultrasonic examination was considered by ORNL to be adequate to demonstrate 

that the stainless steel cladding was sufficiently bonded to the base 

material in the areas examined, but was-inadequate-for the evaluation of 

discontinuities in the base metal and welds of the examined areas. In

dications observed during the shear-wave'examination were not evaluated 

to determine their significance.,.and an:-improper calibration was used for 

the longitudinal wave examination.  

Subsequently, a meeting-was held ,-at the-CE plant in-Chattanooga on 

April 23, 1971, withrepresentation. from-Westinghouse, CE, Con Ed, and 

ORNL. It-was determined.-that: the :questioned -ultrasonic and magentic 

particle examinations would,.beredone-in-a~manner mutually agreeable 

to CE and ORNL.



3.2 The.Second Post-Incident Inspection

On., April 27.,.1971,.. a. meeting.was heid at the- CE- plant in Chattanooga 

at which the procedures to-be used' in "the second nondestructive examina

tion were agreed upon by representativesr*from CE, Westinghouse, and ORNL.  

A revised ultrasonic procedure.was written-incorporating desired features 

from several referenceddocuments;-- The original referenced procedures 

were Combustion Engineering M &-D-Spec .No: 2.4.4.19(b) "Specification 

for Ultrasonic Testing of-Plate"!and Shop Order V-70553 Supplement 2, 

"UT Testing of Base Metal! (see-Appendix"A).' It was agreed that the two 

cited documents would be incorporated-into- a single procedure including 

minor points to allow a comparison with the ultrasonic test performed on 

the vessel after the hydro-test. :The resultant ultrasonic test procedure 

is attached as part of Appendix B. 'A paragraph-by-paragraph comparison 

between the procedures intended for use at the first and second inspections 

shows only the following differences (paragraph-references are to the 

second procedure).  

1. In paragraph 5.3, a parenthetical-statement has been added. "(In 

this paragraph, the gain of the instrument shall be increased to provide 

a 90% back reflection in, an-indication free area.)" 

Comment: This involves the evaluation (and recording) of discontinu

ities that reduce the back-reflection by 50% or more. Increasing the 

amplitude of the back reflection to 90% (as compared to the previously 

used 50-75%) would require the loss of back reflection to be greater for 

recording - effectively reducing the sensitivity slightly in the second 

inspection procedure.  

2. Paragraph 5.3(a) and (b) require that discontinuities to be 

recorded according to paragraph 5.3 shall be-recorded to show amplitude 

of signal in 10% increments and depth below the inspection surface.  

Comment: Simple guideline for data recording.  * 

3. Paragraph 6.1 - Allowance was made for the use of 2.25 Mc 

transducer in addition to the 1.0 Mc transducer.  * 

4. Paragraph 6.5..1 - A calibration notch with a depth equal to 3% 

of the wall thickness was required-for each perpendicular direction (par

allel and perpendicular to the weld :beads) rather than only one as before.  

*No recordable indications were noted during the shear wave inspection 
but for completeness in this account the changes 3 and 4 in the second pro
cedure as noted.
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5. Paragraph. 7.1 - .Required..locat.ing-,: of recordable indications 

radially- in .1/2 .. ncrements._and-axially~.within 1/16 in.  

In addition, -it 'was ;agreed-;that .an :air gun: would-be used for powder 

application during ,magnetic -particle- inspection.  

The reexamination-.beganion April ' 29-,'1971. The magnetic particle 

examination procedure was- demonstrated on site to assure the ability to 

detect cracks in the overhead-position- and to-determine the proper amount 

of time to perform each of the'required steps. The agreed-upon time 

was then used for each increment -of the examination. No elongated 

indications were detected.  

The ultrasonic examination was, performed in accordance with the estab

lished procedure. During the examination using longitudinal waves and a 

2.25 MHz transducer, eleven recordable (not rejectable) indications were 

noted, marked, and recorded. These were areas in which discrete indica

tions were received from discontinuities accompanied by at least a 50% 

loss in back reflection. Since the procedure allowed the use of a 1 MHz 

transducer, each of the recordable indications were reevaluated at 1 MHz.  

Under those conditions, three of the previously recorded indications 

would not have been recordable. .During-'the- shear-wave examination, nine 

indications were noted with-,amplitudes 'equal to or exceeding that from 

the reference notch .... The .consistent position-of -the indications on the 

face of the cathode ray tube (corresponding-to distance in the metal) 

raised questions about the validity -of-the signals. However, without 

further investigations, the indications were similar to those that would 

have been obtained from genuine flaws. Therefore, the indications could 

not be dismissed without further evaluation. Additional evaluation was 

accomplished by moving the transducer:to other positions on both the 

inner and outer surfaces of the vessel while - still directing the sound 

beam through the area containing. the-pseudo-flaw. None'of the secondary 

evaluations produced an, indication:;from the"-suspect. Therefore, the 

logical conclusion was that the:previously observed signal was probably 

caused by the ultrasonic beam being :changed in-direction due to irregu

larities in the weld clad surface at' the-interface between the weld 

clad and the base metal. Special attention during shear-wave examination
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was also given to the areas.containing the longitudinal indications.  

Only small, if any,.indications were noted-.- This indicates that the 

discontinuities noted-duringthe longitudinal-examination had a laminar 

orientation.  

4. STRUCTURAL-AND-METALLURGICAL EVALUATION 

4.1 Statement of Problem 

Vessel. damage.can be assessed t-hrough the combined considerations 

of nondestructive examinat-ions;,metallurgical evaluation, and fracture 

mechanics. An assessment-of this.nature can strengthen a nondestructive 

examination wherein a maximum-undetected flaw-size can be determined. This 

multidiscipline approach was usedafter-the first reinspection of the 

Indian Point Unit 3 pressure-vessel following the incident.  

The fracture mechanics-analysis showed-thatonly preexisting part

through surface defects of a size too large to be missed, even by a cursory 

inspection, would have been extended due -to-the-incident. This was proven 

both by considering the superior fracture toughness of the near surface 

material of the vessel wall, and by showing that the impact stresses in 

the vessel wall were actually quite low,,a-conclusion supported by all 

of the -visual evidence.  

4.2 Metallurgical. Considerations 

Experimental data have. shown-that the yield-stress and the fracture 

toughness of the near surface material in-nuclear-pressure vessels are 

higher than for midplate-material-. This-is due to the faster rates of 

cooling that occur near the,surfaces during-quenching and tempering.  

NDT temperatures at the surfaces'areoas-low as -150 F, as opposed 

to +100F, between the 1/4T and the 3/4Tlocations. Using these data, cal

culations were made to estimate the near-surface fracture toughness as 

the average value of the static and the dynamic fracture toughnesses.  

These values were used in combination with the conservative assumption 

that the stresses reached, but did not exceed, the yield stress, to
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calculate that. flaws smaller. than 2.:16 in-.:'in -depth!would not have been 

extended during the incident.  

4.3 Estimation of Loads 

As estimate of the impactstresses in-he:vessel-was made by cal

culating the:load, required-toLbuckle.the.-websv-of-the- six-wide-flange beams 

found buckled directly ..-beneath -the vessel-.... The -calculated load was 1800 

tons, whichis about four-:times .the weight-of-the vessel plus the skid.  

Assuming that-thisloadwas carried--entirely--by-the-thinnest part of the 

vessel, which is-the cylindrical ..core region,;-the calculated maximum bend

ing stress is..ll 60OOpsi,-which is far below-the yield-stress. Using 

this calculatedstress,-.and:::assuming ,-that-the fracture toughness is the 

minimum dynamic fracture, toughness:.-of .,thee-midplate"material, leads to a 

critical flaw size of 3.72 in.  

4.4 Significance of the.Fracture Analyses 

Two types of fracture-analyses, both-belevedtobe conservative, 

were made for the purpose of. estimatingrthe-critical size of a flaw that 

would have been extended by the stresses induced in the incident. In 

one analysis, the induced stress at the vessel surface was simply and 

conservatively assumed to be the yield:stress; and realistic values of 

fracture toughness were used. The. smallest-flaw depth calculated by this 

method is 2.16 in. In the, other. analysis,the load on the vessel was 

first calculated on the-basis.of-observed -damage-(and lack thereof) in 

supporting structures.--Stresses.-thus -determinedwere combined with con

servative dynamic fracture.toughness -values-'with-the-conclusion that a 

flaw of depth less than- 3.72. in.: would-not" have been propagated.  

The critical size-of a. flawwoud:-varyaccordingto location and 

orientation in the vessel,,and .in-both- analyses-these"values represent 

the smallest sizes with respect to this factor. It should also be noted 

that the yield stress levels assumed inthe first analysis are much higher 

than the maximum stress calculated in-the-second analysis.
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We conclude that since the on-site nondestructive examination re

vealed no flaws larger than 2 in., no existing flaws could have been 

extended as a consequence of the incident.  

The foregoing analyses ar e discussed in detail in Appendix C.  

5. REVIEW OF WESTINGHOUSE REPORT ON THE INCIDENT 

In a letter dated October 27, 1971, Con Ed transmitted to ORNL the 

Westinghouse report concerning the incident at Indian Point on January 12, 

1971. The report, dated July 135, 1971, and authored by Mr. R. ID. Pearsall, 

is entitled "Handling Incident Investigation for the Indian Point Unit 

No. 3 Reactor Vessel." The report covers all aspects of the incident; 

however, our review was directed to those sections which deal with the 

reactor vessel.  

Westinghouse Electric's observation that the vessel was not visually 

damaged as a result of the incident is correct. Further, we are in a gree

ment with their conclusion that the structural integrity of the vessel 

was not affected by the incident. However, there are areas with which 

we disagree. Their position that the absence of permanent deformation 

and internal and external defects in the reactor vessel material estab

lishes that the loads actually imposed on the vessel were not detrimental 

is unfounded. The fact that crack propagation can occur at stresses 

considerably below yield is well established and serves as the basis 

for the assessment of toughness in general and the field of fracture 

mechanics in particular.. In addition, their implication that the 

second ultrasonic inspection wherein the indications were found was 

conducted at a higher sensitivity is incorrect. A review of the ultra

sonic examination indicates if the sensitivity was affected it was 

effectively lowered.
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6. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Oak Ridge National Laboratoryipersonnel participated in the assess

ment of the integrity of. the Indian-Point--Unit°No. 3. reactor pressure 

vessel as a consequence of the incident on January 12, 1971. An ORNL 

task force was formed.; this .task.force first'visited-the site at Buchanan, 

New York, on January 21, 1971, .to-visually-inspect-the vessel, shipping 

rig, and surrounding- areas. ;Evidence of'damage to thevessel was not 

observed. The only damage-noted waslmoderatebuckling of six 24-in.-wide 

flange floor beams and evidence- of cable- failure. The wide-flange beam 

damage was factored, into an. analytical assessment of-possible vessel 

damage. The cables, are not-included in the- scope-of the consultation 

request made of ORNL.  

Combustion Engineering prepared .for-WEDCO a proposal of the program 

which they suggested would permit-them-to assess-the integrity of the 

vessel as a consequence of. the incident. ORNL and Con Ed reviewed the 

proposal, and additional ultrasonic tests were included in the nondestruc

tive investigation.  

The visual, dimensional, and: nondestructive examinations were con

ducted by Combustion Engineering under- the- observation of ORNL inspectors 

on March 10 through March 12, 1971. TheORNL inspectors were dissatisfied 

with the nondestructive examination techniques-employed by Combustion 

Engineering. Although dissatisfied-with the-inspectionper se, the ORNL 

inspectors were able to provide a maximum flaw size value of 2 in. that 

would not have gone undetected as a consequence of-the ultrasonic examina

tion, and this served as the basis for an analytical appraisal of the 

integrity of the pressure vessel. Based-on the fracture toughness of the 

steel employed in the fabrication of-:the vessel (ASTM A302 B modified) 

at the temperature (30°F) at the time of-the-accident, it was shown that 

a flaw size of greater than 2 in. would be-required to propagate a crack.  

Further, based on an analysis of the stresses-imposedon-the vessel as 

a consequence of the accident, the flaw-sizeswould have to be greater
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than 3.7 in. to propagate.. Hence, two conservative-analytical approaches 

employing: fractureimechanics-indicate-:no damage-was done to the vessel 

as a consequence of the accident.  

A meeting at Chattanooga, on-April 23,-1971, resulted in a decision 

that the inspection was-to be repeated.  

The second inspection, again under. the observation of the ORNL 

inspectors, took place,-at. the. site on-April29- through May 1, 1971. The 

"agreed-upon" procedures- for conducting the-nondestructive examinations 

were properly applied to the areas-of interest. This inspection produced 

eleven recordable indicationss(notrejectable) during the longitudinal 

wave ultrasonic test.: No: recordable indications were observed with the 

shear-wave examination.  

The results of the nondestructive examination did not produce any 

evidence of indications that were rejectable by the established test pro

cedures. This was also true of:the visual and dimensional evaluations 

conducted by Combustion Engineering. .These data, coupled with the results 

obtained from the analytical evaluations made employing fracture mechanics, 

indicate that the Indian. Point Unit No. 3 -reactor pressure vessel was not 

damaged as- a consequence: of the.upending incident on January 12, 1971.
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A. 1 PROCESS SPECIFICATION FOR 

~ . AGNETIC PARTICLE EXAMINATION .  

1OI16US JON 1: iL IN~C 
.. ~ ::.'NUCLEAzui .C N'ETS. DEPAr NT 

Datc: 3~ ,16 
She.ct: o 7 

Pr-OCESS SPECIFICTO~~ 
AN ET TOC T rTLE E, T,~ j2~ 

whih rc~prOV~ orus ;hn, mgnetic rtlCCf&

isspccifiel an1rSction-j 111 of the ASl'3 1c, M o ,f~1~C 

ofNucle~r V asS. S .  

u1.1 UnCs sp Cife tcjj any of, -Ine znetChod 

cployed' 

I4~~~2gnetiC~J pal-~l c-mnt~f r dcs for tn' . :3' ctvf o 

such as cracks notr jc. jcftt.1 2 pi2 

fo~g~ng, ond cst~gs. se~itivitY is grS- o.~ufC 

.. dc-Lccts.an ~sc rapitily wi h dept- bc1, ~ zu~h~ 

W~ntCpticC. cx&:,ifatiofl i Ganpp1Jca-,' c.± Lo Jer-> 

2.-nDcrtif ma'vo Ti f~tLdo izetf 

Des ciS 
cr.tC h 

4 - r, Lhe rc~a !Dc eLW ad t 

othe ~>C~il2CS esC to S 
, 7~ cr~ctr~it Y~ -3co Cf~ 

t23 e: acrd, v,01i i.  

wr~~p-4 11 C t;: oC;. ~.~~2 

mpfrJ2.l&creti 
p3..c'
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. .- NUCLZARv -J. -.- M DEPART~ N" N 

Y 5' Spec. 2 2.4. 2. 4(b) 
... ...... Date: a ay 2, 1966 

. .Shcet: 2 of 7 

..3 Exmimr. i on ed i m Thc ~a P-nCi c Particles used for 
I. octio o&defects ..a I b6 as fo llo' 

2 3 2. Dry Par ~ f dry -pn:ticl1.s are z *sherinaIc 

* niediuA-. they shall be of 1-i.h permneabilityr ;:d 1--., 
a7 0-etcCEI Sa.7-- ari f-cr iea.d -s-ar- 5, 3Wil proch.u

suitble ~ic;ior. tis dCIrab4 tat the color 

be such as toprquea al-e contras- with the I) ackge: 
of the surfa~ce b ci~ iT.Spected.  

2.3.2 W ct Partie -'t pa~rniclcr, zrc usedt, tl-:e pnr- cjles 
-s-hall !L.e red or b !ack or, alte -a'-v~y A. efuoecn 

when vicvwed u: c r -ultro.violct illumnination. Tho paticlcz 
shal ue .ssp c 6 c a suitable liquid tioc:'ium in -hc' 

concentroio reo d bv the ma-u~tue o04-h 

Sz- 3- 5 8C, Mcthod 'of Vci a: c~ 

P -rticlc e ~ i~ 

2.3.3 Cr1 -- tation of -n : xc t -.:: Pard1cr P2:.C I 
the m,,,.. I- c mix, ;_e gr. tcs C ivt 0~~i e 
linear .3cf!ccn~~:r Per-e.o nU~ 0_'- o 1' 
t he I e at r-,e nSiv y II b c t o Iz;CdC-eCts 

* Parallel to the a~.o 14.n. :Ec. i*Or-.- "o-0 c~ 
* m~ost erfective co od.c>, t 

-fluxin the other.  

ncej.Lher required nor ro ~.  

3. 0 -urfacc 1r ~t 

Thec surfaIC e i. 0o be ax-J C-IIU i~inj 1 sufce C, \"D 
electric.2l or ~tc ~c~~ &re 0o be -ade. na i 0be 
clan anc'. dr1y zr, nhn. be I Le. C~OI: oI, pr~ao Cz~V. ao 

rust orscale. Prep-a aio- ~-1~c sr:ld ~~~~ 
or a-forgeCd ra-z-'rial-. ~ygi~ or T atcxn. :S -r 
where Surface irrc-jular it ie zl1d maic i'L- iCal.J2;,-s OL



I,

NLEAR coIK'I:E1-36 DEAR24.(b 

r .. * . cP Spec. No.: .2' 4( 
.. . . .Datec M-.2y 2, 1966 

.. 7.'.F _ , ~ . Sheet:3o 7 

.0.  

4.1 Proad 7Mc2 

lagnetic P,%rticl.3 ir-,r f r o s ha 11 b e uscd %.i~. h 
Prod 4" Enou cxcep . hat for rou_.iA'. produ!ction 0-i1 

* .typo ofe&~n :ion o1: p-arts such as castn, P wc 
*partic1z may be us a 

4L12 -'a .netiA~ Tc h aio

i. , \ {g-tiza-tions-op is hed by heUCo otb.C 
proc- type. c. crica3. c on acL s p r eE: s c ~: t n~ :u.-ac 

inthe area tobe i7.EP(ctc.Ac..t ot:o wth 
which m~ay be built into the pro! Ihaznlcs, shall bc 
proviecd -o p er : inspac'to: t tu:: t 1 cu n t o n 

~terthepr's have be,- prprly p tc ad z nd to 
it off before the nros ---e re moverl i-n o 6 r to -orcvcnt.  
aurcing.  

4.1.3 Prod 5TIacJ z (r11a i g h l c ~ ~ c ~ 2 : 

Shorter &pcin,n jD -0!i:: t-o *n.1 Sh gcr;r':, ,r 
the Cre r-? c -c 

Prod .p7n lass Tha7 Iri. IC' y~ ~: ~ ct 
to :ix. of. ti-& . :acc : xcU:_' :e~ procizs

Care shall le taken tfo. pzvte:n local over1--' -jr, or burrn2
of the srxfacn bci-.g- inipecc',p' :c.iaZ:o 

c'rbcr-. or lloy t.r Jiz s, s~c -hl!.3 cz'-n c-!ucc h 6 
-or Crks. Lc& or ete rhc h- o r_~~c ~ a~re reco7_!'. :4 -hc Yz-.zc~ ir~ VoL~ CL.I 
25 vol ts oil: circuoit:i o e.r rzo av on O'C )' 

A-,1-4 re i z inCu rr Direct' or r ectiu~ 7c:7 

in ch or, prod 5 PaCI'-%. . .
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CO LE I CO"' iNEN-S EPNI, T E- NY 

1,CLA P~~?O~ Spec.A2.4-2.  

.. .. Date a2,16 
~SIcet: 4 o ' 7 

4.5Dircction o fa2i ~ t 0', A t lI ~tto r c 
inspetio~:ne~lci,.ir J- d out on. each tare. ThXrOS 

sllbc. sk~c o tha~t ?ie r:agncz5.zii cu,-r-.nt o-,~n L! 
is approxI.at-ely perpend~icular to the currcn,- ciur2- tlhe 
other.  

4.1.6 rr eue Pro s arc oosition~e"L on the surf a c tob 
*ex t:..cd &,%d theletiL-gc'irc turnred on.. T1V2 
7particles are ttie t -c.ist-d lightly over sh sur f Z C C- .  

excssrraybe rr:~vdVILA. a 4eu~ ri ct~~ Th, zc.n:4 
stream should not rdis-urb or re..ove lihtlIy 1-1 a t;ti c e 
p" terns. .norder -o rcco-aize tebro!-', S~zii 
held patterns -r p c--:a- by. sub)-sufc c ice:i2.  
i t is essential to 0'D r-V 1 cre;u,.llr '. .  
in d ic a-Lion s hie t h p art~iclcs ..  

Aacilita.2- observatio.~ oi thz-e pc;,t crris. Lczi: o,
dcrTec-s are notced. 7 h 2 cu,-rrent, is then -k Ur r. Q of ~n 
the prods rePOSIC i 1' te secor%3 In S PC Ct 7i:7 o~ Ltal 
area.  

402 Coil Vcthc'd 

4.2..1 '17:r~to m ~ w Y- - E ie fry or v-ct p rt-c'2 o- h .  
u S C " a tn h ex i L-a t ion m c lJ.u 

M- 47~ - b .~ cr Gtrhc: 6. cOV C L o-p .

tepa;:t or- Secir Cf Ch pr thit i o be i-. z .~c tcO 

This p rodu C c :7a a -.2 :ti -A*.n J.2 e 2 1 tz -- t;~i 

the coil.'7.he 0.1eicfili Lte~z 1h Ch. C L ;~i> 
3000 to 10, 003 a-pre turr s 

4.2.3 1 n .t iz in z Current Di rect or r e c 1z Cd C U I xn Lh)'J..' 

used, for ra~e~z~g
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CO, UST-0- E NGIERIG -- \V 
NUtCLEAR C0i11?ONE DEPART ~T 

YW Scc.2.4.20L' 
Date: I', y 2, 19 65.  
Sheet: 5 o15 7 

24 24' Dieto Y.7-~i in A least tw&o- er, POXtn 
cxrjnti sshall be idou nC ar.eCa 

second inspcoction shal). be w.i th c u rrcint f nPro .imntcl y 

at right' s1 alS- t o that u s ed for the' fiArat m-u2 
* in that area. A 6-feen can s of, magnctizin, c b 

* uscd for the sccornd ex.-amination., 

4.2.5 Procdujre After the n. ean of maniz-tion h ave bcn 
brought 0nt thCr r reltinship with th ~rac to 

be, exmined, the -ma--czizin- current i.s tumncd on.Th 

exan atonmdu is then redu ap-lJind to thr- area o 

e~cxr1)ci D r p.tic Ics ar 4~ic ~~ 

N Cf wc pa tC. S aC, ;:ed cc ur LC,! h 

2 praying,, but other appropiate -mcc-s -try ba m, ovd 

---.Indic ationc of defects ;trc -otcda~ d th-- scconc c;:mra :f 

ofth arca is m~ad- r. ac c orda~cncewt .2. oe 

A.3 Yok-e Method' 

4.3.1 PzamiationMediv- Either dry or mT -o pr tec <>J:7C;h 

usIed as the examination mu~ 

4.3.2 tiza -c!-- Aieratc: C"r-: c . 1 a- T.* r, 

oksmay 1,: usc, to : z a p jro i&A thrtth i-v 
to citc nurtacc crack is -,rt la;.t cqui:'-1 c--' to ta 

the prodl m:ethod3 wh;'c-- a di rcct or recfc d gc:%U 

n, ret of 5to .30 --mpc-;ss pzr inch o:.me 
* uec d the lif-i:nz powcr of- tibe yolr.', 

w.ith a pole spacL'vg of 3 to 6 iL.,ncs.  

Pe~rmnenlt M:a;'nct m.yo mae ytbco V.ccaic.z-cQ 

t:h t the s en:;iiv iy t- ,o dec s ac c c-r,jC'kS- is : 
least cqu,_valent of thez pro(d method w';c a eair cc. or 

-A0c ti."fied c a d ei current of 25 t 3 a-prcr 

% of prod s pl-ci i S us ed and tlne 1LiftIY r0 o0 t~ 1y.  

is at least-40 lbs. '.viJth a. pole spacir<; o 3 to6ic:
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NT'C L EA It NES DEAR' N 

MPSpec. Noe 2.4.2.4(!b) 

Shct:6 6~7 

4' 3.3. Dircc to,- z iz t - o- ALt !ca.-- --i sopar-te ex-
atio'% -,a II be carricd out an ca ch brc~ The cco 

% x-ran2if -ha' b.3_ wi h th -igr cic 2L~~~ra.i~~ 
at right angle1s to th.-t: used in the firs- ~et-n 

A~";-rc di~r.tiem ~ ntiz -3 -tlay be C Cp Ioycc Yod tC 

t.: econd e. a,-ir~Ti of-l.E c~I 

4.3.o4 Pro- dr After the .ccsof ;ntighvcbe 
brought n:to pro er ce I 10 -S hi. 'it the icc 0o 

cxl.Ln~d Zhe Magz i prtcles shall b- opplicda nd 
the cc ~nn~i: ccur c s s h , Ube c r r i c, o u t, 
referenrce p 3r agrp bi~ ToveC.  

5. 0.Eauto or- T, a~ 

Dfccts which occur a s rms-c an i c a d i cont inu it:i e at the o fc 
V IM be indiCatc of an Ze~2~2~ r. c-ticprt2 

indications are not-, neccs:;tarily. da.ict, howev er, since c 1.1-f 
metallurgicail discoitinui ties ard r-agn ic per e'bit nDii,,-,,7 

Any indication Ti c h is I.... on-rl:' b 
reerarc" CsadeLCC;: Until L~a~c 
by surface cocitiorning or it is rc- :n b nuc s c. or c'- r 

indiczitie-ns :ic oudr:2.:k 0'"tzz f.ciet ~~urc c~ 

flclcv.-rt in~cl iIons arc os &e:mu: .  

(A15c C ti nu i i C ., LI r. e irlicatio-ns are hc : !c:.~: 

6.1~~~~~s mnles ct ris ~:-1 n i r h olwn c vn 

1,, hnc.~n are ci: e i c2:Le

Any cracks- - ndic:-- 4 on s
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.., COLU.ON 2T7E NEER!.N\- 2NC.  

-UC)LEAR Co'"TONE: DI2IREN 

. .7 .. . .... .J& Spec. No . 2..42.4 

ate., -Ma 2~ 1966 
Sheol-:' 7. of 

t-o~t unavrac a toc i csatv to ta 

ntc- oeur~ m~o roected indcatoni. anyl so bccics >cj0 
inchesrru~x. srface eo r i-. r~i -- ninn i. nc 

b enng cc.valuathe42o:salb 

notii he affee arca sh? -" lc b~-i 

7.2 Wac1in sreps,2i-r.- sure _-o~ n ys~ ~ ~ ti ouc 

beth,l rc.r..a of t hcarcah a 1 er , x .d.b trI 

P .-ri1 me.o to d C.fC.C1 I 

........... ....
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*A. 2- 11S01 C TI 0- 'c . T:. I-,, O, "07'" T1 I-' 

I IT, A) S SIT' U , !DIN'G ACCIDE!,ET.  

REF E ET C SPEC I CA TO1 

I &P. Spec. No. 2.4. 2.4.(b) Process Spccificat.ion for a-netic 

-Particle Examination 

2. MP Spec. No.2.4.3.9(b) Process Specification for Liquid 

- .. Penetrant Exa-,ination 

3. Y&P Spec. No. 2.4.4.19 (b) Shop Order V-70553, Supp. 2 

for Contract 3366 UT Testing Prior 
to & after Hydra Test of Vessel 

and Closure Head 

4. Shop Order T-51238, Supp. 31 Bottom lead Instrur"en. Tube 
Inspecions 

VP7 S ,:\ FIjCEDRrATFIiDIN 

1. 1-234-042 PSSRVSSLFNIG & LDG 

2. E-234-044 Pr:, .S S Ul 1 VESSEL FINAL 7M1ACH7ININ"G 

3" E-234-061 VESSEL SHIPPING RIG ASS...ELY .  

4 . Spec.2 N.2PECTION OF VESSEL-VISUAL 

5. -SD-3366-21 INSPECT-ION-OAF VVS SETL- DMhES IONA L.-& FUN CT 10ON\A L 

6. SD-3366-22 INSPECTION OF VESSEL-NON DESTRUCTIV T riSTS 

:'!,...,..  

.....- .... . .; .; / . ii:? .: ' nd Cl sure Head, . : : *.1 :: -i". ,
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I. Determine if the reactor vessel sus-taIned actual damage by 

the following inspections. Inspection cquipment and inspectors 
- to be furn-hec by CE.  

1. Visual insnection 

A. Visua. inspection z.,ali be conducted over 100Z of the 

vSSel surfaces ,. D. and O.D., ad attachments.  
Special attention shall be given to the .following 

-areas: 

a. Impact areas on vessel through whicli loads were 

transmitted to vessel. These areas shall include 

vessel surface areas in saddle locations, bottom

neao jack screw, L be aLLn uii U~di .LL u ,\ 
vessel support pads on nozzles and areas of 
shipping skid U-bolt contact with nozzles.  

b. Vessel mating surface.  

c. -Top surface of flange including seal ledge ring 
surface with o-ring groove..  

d. Vessel stud holes containing threaded devices.

e. Instrument tubes in bottom head-and monitor tubes 
in vessel.

f. Main coolant nozzle safe ends including weld 
preparation for field connections.  

:-. Outlet nozzle extensions into vessel and areas of 
!:: (.: i.: .. -. .. .':contact for nozzle cover retainer-beams on I.D. of 

vessel at' b-o tC in-let- and'-ou---tt ' noz.e -- locations.  

h. Vessel surfaces at U-bolt locations for main shipping 
skid saddles. . ' , • .  

7":"" i: "( i : ':o" 'Core Lugs,:. ..'"" """"-, ' - "

.j., Instrument Tube J-weld locations



All 

-2. T. "e visual inspection report shall contain the following.  

*information: 

M. Hap and record the size and locations of any 
-: up-set metal, inde'tations, cracks, or other 

. .damage to vessel surfaces which are visible 
...:Iand can be measured and/or described.  

b. Report irregularities from the as-shipped  
condition.  

2. Dimensional Inspections 

A. Dimensional inspections shall consist of four (4) 
.* *." diameters measurements a., b., & d. locations below 

- to determine if the vessel sustained deformation 
with respect to round ,cqs. lhese diametrical measure
ments will be takev 90 degrees to each other and will 

: " include the horizontal and vertical diameters of vessel 
with respect to skid runner base. lhe roemaining two 
diameters shall be r.measurcd at 45 de-ree an-les to
the vertical and horizontal diamcters previously 

. recorded. It will not be possible to use the 90 
degree and 45 degree rules for location c. Diameters 
for this location shall be taken as shown on SD-3366-21.  

lhese measurements will be used to determine if defor
mation occurred but are not intended as a check against 

-previous CE shop inspections.

.. 182.733" diameter for vertical machined surface 
immediately above the mating surface.  

b. 172 9/16" diameter immediately above: the core 
support ledge.

C. 166.000" diameters across diametrically opposed 
outlet nozzle extensions into vessel (it will not 

be possible to use the 90 degree rule for this set 
of measurements.)

d. 173.' diameter located immediately above the core 
support lugs.  

. e. Four (f) Ciametrica]. measurements shall be' made in 
the I.D. straig;ht section of nozzles which waCre 
" capture in the s'id by U-bolts. Diameters shcall 

be recorded at 43 degree increments.



-2. B. The dimensional inspectional report shall define 

measure ment orientationts with respect to axes and

1±.U.LLS o. " " " " L nL L,.  

3. Functional. Inspections 

-'A. The fol1lowii g functional checks shall be performed: 

. a. GO-NO-GO thread gage inspections shall be performed 

-on all vessel stud holes w'hich contained threaded 

devices (lifting beam studs and vessel cover hold 
down bolts)"" 

b. Two (2) open 'holes (holes v:hich did not contain 

threaded devices) near saddle locations shall be 

checked with GO-NO-GO thread gages. Also, two (2) 

open holes near horizontal axis relative skid base 

shall be checked with thread gages.

B. Bottom head instrument tubes shall be rechecked with 
functional.rod and ball0 inspections to the same .require

ments as the instrunment tubes received in the CE-shops.

II, Determine if the vessel sustained actual damage by performing the 

following Non-Destructive Tests. Test equipment.and technicians 
to be furnished by CE.  

A. Magnetic Particle Examination.  

A. PIT impact areas and 12"' in all directions beyond 
boundaries of impact areas on O.D. of vessel. Ihese 

- . impact areas are as defined in I. l.A.a above.  

* B. In addition to impact areas, 11T the vessel O.D. at the 
..extremes of the horizontal axis relative to the skid 

• .- . base, and in the plane of the saddle centerlines. The 
area to be inspected at these locations will be identical 

..in size to that inspected at the saddle impact locations.  
.C. T Vessel O.D. in areas to receive UT inspection 

described in added Section I1.3, Items a. & b. below.

A12 -
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II, 2. Liquid Penetrant Examination

A.. PT 'inside clad surfaces in locations on the vessel 
I..D. corresponding in location and area to those 
areas recei';ing ET inspection onO.D. efined 

. above by i1.1...

B. In addition to impact areas, PT the vessel I.D.  
..at the extremes of the. horizontal axis relative to 
the skid base, and in the plane of the saddle center
lines. The areas to be inspected at t hese locations 
will be identical in size to that inspected at the 

saddle impact locations.

C. PT vessel I.D. inaieas to receive UT inspection 
described in added Section 11.3.

3. Ultrasonic Examination

A. UT flange to upper shell girth seam (7-042) plus 
basp metal one plate thickness each side of we1d 
certLer~lnc geo:rLtry pe t .. o in. iV-e len , o.. e 
weld to receive this inspect , o wil correspond to 
the circumferential length inspected in thd saddle.  
impact areas.  

B., UT long seami welds (1-042 A & B) plus one plate tlhick
ness each side of weld centerlines for full length of 
upper shell except w.here nozzles interrupt. -

C.. UT saddle impac-t areas.

III. Upon completion of the above scope-of inspections and evaluation 
I ..of results, CE will advise V..-ES if further tests and inspections 
will be required to establish the integrity of this vessel to 
CE s satisfaction.  

IV. Depending upon th e results of the above scooe of inspections 
and tests, CE . ill determine what analytical conclusions can 
be madae.
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NOTES: 
":" I E atrials a d n -' c! o-c 

. E latei . css Speccifications used for original 
shop inspection w.ill be used for all Progra.- Inspections.  
The recording levels and aczeptance criteria shall be 
identical to that of the or iginal CE shop inspections.  

2, U'ES shall advise C .hen the vessel will be in a condition 
to conduct the above tests. .lhe vessel must b;,e positioned 

.. such that inspectors and eGuipmnent have-access to-impact 
areas and can be inspected. The lift beam, vessel cover, 
nozzle covers and viny..-protective covers must be removed.  

.. WES shall have the responsibility of protection of the.  
vessel for the duration of the tests.  

3. Inspection, Engineering, and miscellaneous expenses to CE associated with this incident will"be for -ES' account.  

The Field Service Article shall apply for work Performed 
in the field. ' 

. , . y . ." A " " . .

'V 

. . .

I
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A.3 - PROCESS SPECIFICATION FOR LIQUID PENETRANT 
EXAMINATION- ASME Section III " 

.... NUCIAR COo US- OND1- r,- ., 

- . :i'&P SPEC. No.: 2.4.3.9(b) 
DATE: , 1966 

- POCE3 SPECIFICATION FOR LIQUTD PENETRAN? 
" E,A-;AON - AS S 

10Scopo: 

1.1 This Process Specification providei for thc methotd  
standard of acceptance "or liquid penecran- tostin of 

nuclear coYponert-.  

7-1.2 The pcnctr-nt t.r.t iethod is used for. dcth i)recc 
of discontinuitics i. ferrous and nonfcrrot, s ratc Iais, 
Discontinuities not open to 12 sur ace ...... not aTpcar sinc, 

S.pcncr.ration into an opcn dec: is r, c.e.sary befo-e, thics 
""" -...method will ork. For this reason its useis generally 

- limited :o the. nonferrous metals anid .On. c;.. co.

Type..  
Type IT 

Type 111 

Type i'V

-. Dye p G cr0nt (- (WK a '- ,.a 7" 
- Dye pe etra.-tn! . : ... s>-; 

.Fluorescct pcnz.r:a;.cg::a 
.. 1, S- emlification) 
F luore5 cen penccrant C .*'-, ..'c.. . ..::-:," ":

2..0 Surface Preparation:

2°! Ccx'crai Surface, of ucads, - or - 7 

may be inspCct.i.\;itOut r:cac D n .--. .  except as required to. raove sc le, , n .,...  .~r d to rs-.v s.. ' a S " -1 :" -" " ' 

inbedded sand. a ]a 7in sh:-l b,., a... "I a C.C 
angular or z,,.ba-.gular cutzir.gt.pe nI, - f*: a c car.)..  
.... or aluminz g:it. Whn bla-_-t pcciing, -u :, s-'ce : .  
is ncce s ,,ry -,eiorc h > pcnczran . .i: -

:f 
ps-cc:in shall be foil1 .,,ed 07 " , .. 0.... .7 

subanguiar cutting typo sand, ,-.con ca-. o ". ........  
grit, or We c.ical cleaning. 12 _.dc.i 0 v.'fjCC2 J7c..'
the rer.oval of haag, .ha.l be. cn.ccer- .abl '.. .  
penetrantn.r~ecc' o, wihOUt - ,-:.-:". ovi 
weld ccntouri .c! c r , ... ..,,. ,n,,, ......  
and the contour and surface :i-. of _,e .. ... d i: ..  

with applicable secification.;,
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300 Test Procc utre-
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% I&P S.p cc.N .0.4.3.5 b 
Da~.~ o My 3., 1966 
Sheet:, 2 of S

3.1 Pc7,'~ 12 1- All materials being -testcd zhaJ. I.b 
clcncdby iot running wa ter, by 6- ppiin a olvcnt or 

acetoe orby swabbihg with a cleancohstrcU:ih 
solvcit or ace'-one.  

3. T c tmperaturc of thc penctrant: and the. part to be 
inspccted shall be maintained kc-.vacn 50'11-.7 
inspection~ i CCS~ay urnacr coVnditosw-cte crort 
of the penecrant a.-- Lh i-'cte srace is outs~ ~ 
50'F to 125 F rarngqp the temperature shtall --be ladjusteci1 to 

brn hm within lie rarige. Due to thie fl1a ma-, -4b 1e n atr of_ 

*liquid penetrant inspection materials,* the Use o f a oC n 

flame for heat 1p'2rpc-ses is prohibit~.  

3 m,. .3 The surface to be tested shall be thoroughl coated -with 
penetrant by 8praying, brushing., or Y-.m -h on surfacc 

salbe kept wat' ed f or the m inimum -ii -i-c . - - o 

methodemployed: .~~ o 

P(:srn Pone..ration T47--. zl x't7 ccV,7-: 

* .. PC m 7.!-- t 

Type 11 3. 1 Tr., L:L c 

L ype.III 3C -1I.;teCS 
-. pe UZL~C 

'"34 he type 1V emuliirsal eapidcth:? !pn 
* or sprayingtepr.: shou ld otbapidbyncrso 

a brush 6ince Stroking with a bui 'vrcmovc -1 cn at rzan 
,. from, shalio,; or scratc lk Jsc inites L_: 

surface filin of tihe penet~rant evdae rJle .alu 
rermoved from tChe par,. b07 EamPlOYfi a rc ,,,:z cr s,~:n: 
exceeding 50 psi or 110'F. Wahn hl ecc e~ (IrjC 
ablack li-ht: to irtsure com:pleC. clan i n cof al 7-.~cc :, 

Alternatively, thre paenctranc -may t coz tx cCt'r.  
cleanLr -cmndd hc.- 7raA_aaCt~urer :: Z>."I
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I DPte N 

,tt.. a y

3. 196

-3.5 -The_ pei~ t:a n t of Ip a-d TIT, s- all. be. removed from a"I 
surfaces by z z v i:. d;th a clean eor u W1.21 

cla- water orb p in,, with -ctr al .ocrt .ro~uc 
A 1ter:rnet Jivc Iy, the p*tnctra:nt m~ay ?em'.vrcc by I. Ipir-~ the 

cloth olloxed I ping the k..~lvc3ecd~ r:ewt 
an alcohol dn. -ej Cla 1 -jClo:th -nt4 I2l traCeS o2t p C!t ra-thcbe c~ei 

3.'6, The Type I! pfrir.,-+ shil ue renoc fao~ c1 c 

bywipir; wh clea.2,n cloe h da;-pc-ed wi-th the clczncr 
rcco;i.. dc I by the ma nufaccurc," E*Cs~ -VC iatono 
thc cleancr a-111l be avoi,:cd zo przvent- ti-,c possibiii1tY I 

renoirg '. ect:.t -r~.~~oniutic~ a~- a dccr c:l:c
in the er&ivyofthe tce:.  

* .371 Thn dryi-g o f t r, t -Su r Ic s s .hAI be acco-:p 1 -L- 'ny us.1, 
circul.1 ing air, blort-Ing ~i-hpopcr rcw? or clcl.  
onorr- ev~r~r. ti Jrprt i.: in"; :2 

* oparation no~ Co::L.A.tion o--- m:aci tCl' a oi .?XC

air~~ aoza ; sb:~o~~a bc in::-ociu -c C~ 5c 1A Z,:: 
* .v~hchr~a cZ, $ Tinte rpretation rJh 1

operation~.  

3.8Dryr dcvelopi-!g A.~cr :hal I' a~fr~~ C~i~ 

rcsuLting 171 F cuz ~k Dp r./,c Dri .7- r 2 
d . acry surac befor C2~ S Zr 0., Z* C.* P IC4 t1 r 

the V.-Ct ourfaces. A chr i~salb allowed for .. Km 

Ment c-f indicztioins str t h c :decl:K c 1 o 
rhis 'Vime2 sha-ll be about haI2 f : lo" g~s th,2 tine a j.". ;G 
for 1) C0 Z:r atoA 

3.9 Wt type dVelop_)±r.3 r1hall b r uiformly _Ipplie t o urf.l:e; 
by dippirlg. spry~ P r a b-ruf. ing. When U-~.  
dcvcloper,; it L., nece, .a ry tl- . :e' cc-x 
In order LO C,:'2t ac;iz ri Co~i m 2 cs p.  
in t'he liquid, Po -A.- of. ;.7; Ivelopcrt i-n c'f.  
inapecLiuii sur'aco zill 'L- av.icl sneK3c C 

(Ir y to an eC:Ccs..ixely hayCoatting in 'C 
in the riazking 0of, :511,1on11~p~t~~ ~
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40Eva lu a tion o f In iA t .s: 

4..Defects vwhich occur a s mechanical 6discontin-uit ics at th C 
surface will be indicated by bleed-ing e~ . h ~a 

i owever, localizcd surface inpcrfcction3 such as maw occUr 
fom.r mac hinr.ing marks or surface c ond iions na"'y ?ror~uc 

* sirmilar indications which are not rcl-cvant o h de~ n 
.. :*.of defects.

:'4.2 Any indication w,.hich is believed, to be nor1 -rceen sxk.l bc 
regardcd as a defect u~hil teidcato i ihe -wi~c 

iysufce conditioning or it is cvaz~ac 0.n~ h~tutv 
iucans --nd proved to be n n-rclcv-,.1. Non-rc.e vanz iJ~ctv 

(- and broaid arcas of pigrnctation -,$nich woulId mask- i nri c at ion s 
of dcfects are unacceptable.  

4. 3 Rclcvcant indic-tions nre those ,.;hich ec-vi zrcri' 1"ItC Cr Cz> 

discon'tinui ties. Linca.- indica jon- 'ar- i.;aor: c :' :c 
in wh -ch the lewth is more .th-n : %rco 11c ~C .t 

R ?ounc,'zd indications arc indications ~ih -iC7,a c crc ui: 
or elliptical wi th the length lcs'z thatr ce u-acs "a 0 

width..  

5.0 'Acceptance St='L._rdS: 

5.1- The follow-ing typos of rolavznt -inication-, ore not a Cc Ccp 

(2).)Cracks or linear indications 

(2) Ro unded indications wit *dMensi"ons.1 '0cc" ~ 

(3) Four or m-;ore rou-ndc'a, incdica-tions in, a 
* y 1/16" or Icss c -t-o -"ceg!.  

(4) Ten or mrore rounded indicationz-s in any six Squarc ~2 
of surfacc :~~ minor Tim.0~ 1L-s 
inch, with. these dimensions Qae r 
location relative to the indicaz:.os .-.
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5. 2 Whenever a defect is removed and subsequent repair " .y 

welding is not required, the affected area shall be 

blcnded.into the surrounding surface so as to avoid sh..p.  

notches, crevices or corners.  

5.3 After a defect is thought to have been removed, and prior 

to making repairs, the area' shall be examined by suitable 

methods to insure that the defect has been clmi:wcK.  

5 4After repairs have been made, the repaired arca salla be 
..re-xamined by the liquid penetrant method and b7 a!2 

other methods of examination..tha were crg.a .ly ...rc 

for the affected area. . .
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--.A. 4 .-SPECIFICATION FOR, ULTRASONIC TESTING 

OF PLATE MATERIAL 

COMBUTION ENNEERNG. NC.  

•NUCLEAR COMPONiNTS DE1,AP T,1.NT 

"- M&P SPEC. NO.: 
Da te: February 
Sheet: 1 of 3 

SPECIF11CAtIO0 FOR ULTRASONIC TESTING 
OF PL-ATE MATERIAL

2.404.19(b) 
17, 1966

1.1 This specification provides for the rmethod and technique 

for ultrascnic testing of. flat or shaped plate exceeding 

* 3/8" thickness in accordance with the requirements of 

.AS11E Code Case 1338-2. .  

.1.2 Ultrasonic testing to the requirements of this specif- ' 

*.cation may be a provision of the purchase order, or it 

may be required by reference to this specification in 

a Material Purchase .pecification. This specification 

-also shall govern C-E shop inspection of plate when 

required by shop order.  

2,O Equipment and Surface Conditions for Longitudinal .  

Wave Testir" 

2.1 Pulse-reflection type equipment (Sperry UR Reflectoscope 

. -or equivalent) shall be used with the single crystal.  

. contact method of v1:ra23nic testing of plates over 3/8" in 

the thickness. Plates 3/8" and less in thickness will be 

tested by meth,ds mutually agreed to by the manufacturer 

and purchaser.  

2.2 Ultrasonic testirg shall be performed using longitudinal 

* wave 1-1/8" diameter 2' Mc crystals. A frequency of I Mc 

may be used for plate thickness over 8 inches. Deviations 

from this procedure m.ay be requested of the purchaser.  

Crystals of other sizes and frequencies may be used for 

exploration or study of flaw indications.  

-2.3 The surface zf plate to be tested shall be clean and free 

of dirt, excessLyve roughness or loose scale.  

2.4 A suitable liquid sonic couplant shall be used in sufficient 

quantity so that continuous sonic ccntact can be maintaincd.

• ° 

• °
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' . . 1. .  
* *. . t .. ....

3.0 Degrees of Testing:

Longitudinal wave testing shall be performed on 100% of one 
surface of the plate. Scanning for defects shall be per
formed along parallel lines dra-n on the plate, o' indicated 

at the plate edges, at a spacing not greater than the 
crystal width. Cc-rrplete loss of back reflection appearing on 
the screen shall be invTetigated by searching over the area
until the boundary of the area producing loss of back 
reflection is established.

4.0 Calibration! " " 5 " 

401 Calibration sensitivity shall be established for longitudinal 
wave t esting by adjustment of the instrument so that the 
back reflection is approximately 50 to*75% of screci height.  

5.0" Test Results: " ..  

5.1' Acceptance - Any defect which shows a total loss of back 
reflection' that cannot be contained within a circle whose 
diameter is the greater of 3 inches or 1/2 of the plate 

. thickness shall be unacceptable.  

5.2 'Two or more defects smaller than described in 5.1, which 
cause a complete loss of back reflection shall be 
..unacceptable unless separated by a minimum distance equal 
to the greatest dire; sion of the larger defect unless the 

defects are contained within the area described in 5.1.  

5.3 A report shall be made to the purchaser, 'prior to shipment 
of plate, where discontinuities are disclosed which reduce 
the back reflection by 50% or more; or where discontinuities 
are disclosed which produce traveling indications accompanied 
by a reduced back reflection.  

6.0 Equipment ad Srfa ce Co:-ri o for Shear Wave Testing: 

6.1 U'ltrasonic testing shall be performed with a 450 quartz 
shear wave transducer at a.frequency of I. Mc.

3. 1

....... ....
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,-6-2-The surfaces of place to be tested shall be clean-and free 
of dirt, excessive roughness or loose scale.  

16. A-suitable liquid sonic couplant shall be used in1 

sufficient quantity to provide continuous sonic contact.

7.0 Degree of Testin_:

*7.1 Inspection shall be 100% volumetric and from two perpendicular 
directions.

8.0 Calibration: 

1 The calibration standard shall be a 37. notch (3% of plate.  

thickness, one inch in length).  

9.0 Test Results:  

9.1• Indications having an amplitude exceeding the calibration 

standard shall be charted showing approximate location and magnitude. .... ll 

10.:::- 1000 Records: 

.10.1 'A plan diagram of each plate tested which shows indications 

of the type referenced in Paragraph 5.0 and 9.0 shall be 

.. . prepared. This plan diagram will consist of marking such :"' ' i"' 1 "l...defects or areas in approximate actual location with the 

required dimensions and-also the location of the mill heat number stampings.

0 .
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B.-1 - PROCEDURE EMPLOYED IN SECOND MAGNETIC 
PARTICLE TEST 

The following procedure shall be followed to establish magnetic 

particle testing parameters for Indian Point Number 3 reactor vessel 

examination relative to up-ending accident damage evaluation.  

1. Place test equipment calibration plate in position so that cracked 
surface is in the overhead position.  

2. With lighting, magnetic particle test yoke, the iron particle pow
der, and the device for applying the powder to be used in actual 
testing, the technique for testing shall be demonstrated.  

3. Upon establishment of a, technique which clearly defines the cracks 
in the calibration test plate under fixed lighting conditions, the 
following test parameters shall be recorded and shall be applied in 
all subsequent magnetic particle testing.  

(a) Number of light sources, their power (wattage), and their 
arrangement with respect to test equipment and test area.  

(b) The length of time magnetizing current is applied to the 
test device for each direction employed.  

(c) Length of time powder is applie~d to the magnetized area (specify) 
with respect to application while current is being applied as 
well as after current is stopped.  

(d) Pressure (psi) of air supply to magnetic powdler applying device.  

4 . Evaluation of test results shall be made for each test direction in

dividually.  

*Attachment to an ORNL Intra-Laboratory memorandum from R. 0. :,arden 
and R. M. Fuller to R. W. McClung, dated May 7, 1971. (See Appendix 
F of Final Report).
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B. 2- SPECIFICATION FOR ULTRASONIC TESTING OF PLATE MATERIAL 

COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC.  

NUCLEAR COMPONENTS DEPARTMENT 

SECOND ULTRASONIC INSPECTION FOR 

INT/3366 REACTOR VESSEL SITE ACCIDENT 

APRIL 27, 1971 
WNES, ORNL, C-E MEETING AGREEMENT 

SHEET 1. of 3 

SPECIFICATION FOR ULTRASONIC TESTING 

OF PLATE MATERIAL 

1.0 Scope: 

1.1 This specification provides for the method and technique 

for ultrasonic testing of flat or shaped plate exceeding 

3/8" thickness in accordance with the requirements of 

ASME Code Case 1338-2.  

1.2 Ultrasonic testing to the requirements of this specifi

cation may be a provision of the purchase order, or it 

may be required by reference to this specification in 

a Material Purchase Specification. This specification 

also shall govern C-E shop inspection of plate when 

required by shop order.  

2.0 Equipment and Surface Conditions for Longitudinal Wave Testing: 

2.1 Pulse-reflection type equipment (Sperry UR Reflectoscope 

or equivalent) shall be used with the single crystal 

contact method of ultrasonic testing of plates" over 3/8" 

in the thickness. Plates 3/8" and less in thickness will be 

tested by methods mutually agreed to by the manufacturer 
and purchaser.  

2.2 Ultrasonic testing shall be performed using longitudinal 

wave 1-1/8" diameter 2-1/4 Mc crystals. A frequency of i 1'c 

may be used for plate thickness over 8 inches. Deviations 

fromn this procedure Tl-ay be requested of the purchaser.  

Crystals of other sizes and frequencies may be used for 

exploration or study of flaw indications.  

2.3 The surface of plate to be tested shall be clean and free 

of dirt, excessive roughness or 'loose scale.  

2.4 A suitable liquid sonic couplant shall be used in sufficicnt 

quantity so that continuous sonic contact can be maintained.
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3.0 Degrees of Testina: 

3.1 Longitudinal wave testing shall be performed on 100% of one 

surface of the plate. Scanning for defects shall be performed 

along parallel lines drawn on the plate, or indicated at 

the plate edges, at a spacing not greater than the crystal 

width. Complete loss of back reflection appearing on the 

screen shall be investigated by searching over the area 

until the boundary of the area producing loss of back 

reflection is established.  

4.0 Calibration: 

4.1 Calibration sensitivity shall be established for longitudinal 

wave testing by adjustment of the instrument so that the 

back reflection is approximately 50 to 75% of screen height.  

5.0 Test Results: 

5.1 Acceptance - Any defect which shows a total loss of bcck 

reflection that cannot be contained within a circle whose 

diameter is the greater of 3 inches or 1/2 of 'the plate 

thickness shall be unacceptable.  

5.2 Two or more defects smaller than described in 5.1, which 

cause a complete loss of back reflection shall be 

unacceptable unless separated by a minimum distance equal 

to the greatest dimension of the larger defect unless the 

defects are contained within the area described in 5.1.  

5.3 A report shall be made to the purchaser, prior to shipment 

of plate, where discontinuities are disclosed which reduce 

the back reflection by 50% or more; or where discontinu'ties 

are disclosed which produce traveling indications accompan.ied 

by a reduced back reflection. (In this paragraph, the gain o

the instrument shall be increased to provide a 90% back 

reflection in an indication-free area).
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5.3 Continued 

a) Amplitude of the discontinuity indications noted 
in 

5.3 above as a 7 of the established back reflection 

amplitude shall be recorded in 10% increments.  

b) Depth of discontinuity indication recorded 
under (a) 

above.  

6.0 Equipment and Surface Conditions for Shear Wave 
Testing: 

6.1 Ultrasonic testing shall be performed with a 
450 quartz 

shear wave transducer at a frequency of I Mc. or i j/4 rOL, 

6.2 The surfaces of plate to be tested shall be 
clean and free 

of dirt, excessive roughness or loose scale.  

6.3 A suitable liquid sonic couplant shall be used 
in 

sufficient quantity to provide continuous sonic 
contact.  

6.4 Degree of Testing: 

6.4.1 Inspection shall be 100% volumetric and from 
two 

perpendicular directions.  

6.5 Calibration: 

6.5.1 The calibration standard shall be a 3% notch 
(3% of plate 

thickness, one inch in length).(For J -h,_ 

6.6 Test Results: 

6.6.1 Indications having an amplitude exceeding the 
calibration 

standard shall be charted showing approximate 
location Ao 

magnitude.  

7.0 necords: 

7.1 Accurate maps of recordable indications will be 
provided 

showing the radial location of defects in 1/20 incremn2nts, thc 

axial location will be measured from the mating surface of 

the flange within + 1/1.6", and surface conditions which precluh 

a back reflection.



Appendix C 

ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTSOF-ALET-DOWN INCIDENT ON THE 
INDIAN POINT:UNIT 3REACTOR PRESSURE-VESSEL, BASED ON 

STRESS ANALYSIS AND FRACTURE MECHANICS 

J. G. Merkle D. A. Canonico 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

Introduction 

On January 12, 1971, -WEDCO-personnel were-in-the process of lifting 

the Indian Point Unit 3 Reactor, Vessel inside- the Containment Building in 

preparation for removing the--vessel shipping-skid. During this operation, 

failure occurred in: the-lif-ting equipment- causing the reactor vessel to 

roll from a vertical-or near, vertical -position to a horizontal position.  

Since the lifting process-waszinterrupted-by the-let-down incident, the 

vessel shipping skid was still =firmly-attached-to the vessel. The 

eccentricity of the shipping skid caused the vessel to roll back down onto 

the skid rails, and the skid prevented the-vessel from- receiving any 

impact loads directly from the tenporary-supporting floor. All of the 

impact forces received by the vessel were- therefore transmitted to it 

through the shipping skid. The vessel came to rest in a position partly 

overhanging the edge of the temporary-supporting - floor. The temporary 

supporting floor was constructed of 24-in.-deep-wide flange steel beams 

laid side by side over the- reactor wel-between-two:concrete shield walls 

and was then covered with a steel deck plate. -Additional steel plate and 

channels had beenplaced on the%-deck directly-beneath the shipping skid 

rails. Web buckling:occurred at ithe ends-of-six-of the floor beams 

located nearest the point:where-the:left-raiiof the-shipping skid ex

tended off the edge of the floor. .....Except for-one-broken--and some other 

loose bolts-in the;shipping-skid no-other -structural damage was visible 

in the floor, skid, or vessel.  

Stress Analysis and Critical Flaw-Size Calculations.  

The objective of a stress analysis, in this case, is to provide data 

with which to make a calculation of the smallest flaw that could have



become critical (.i.e.,that- could have-caused"an-extension of the flaw) 

during the incident.. If this-flaw is sufficiently-greater in size than 

some lower limit of detectability:-that can.be agreed upon, and no evidence 

of flaws this large is found, then. the vessel can be presumed to have 

been unaffected by the incident., Since-the-maximum force acting on the 

vessel and its distribution must be estimated, the overall series of 

calculations must be. made, with., conservatism,- One- approach is to rely. on 

the results of the visual, dimensional ,- and--functional inspections per

formed after the incident,.*.which-revealed no evidence of gross distortion, 

and to assume, that. theo maximum stresses-in the vessel could have reached, 

but not exceeded, the yield.-stress- -. This--approach avoids the problem of 

estimating the load on the vessel and-its distribution and, coupled with 

the assumption that regions of local embrittlement are either of limited 

size or do not exist at all, allows;-the calculation of critical flaw 

sizes based on the static (or at least- not-the minimum dynamic) fracture 

toughness. The high fracture toughness existing near the surfaces due to 

quenching and tempering is considered in this approach. Here the stress 

analysis conditions are meant to be conservative, and the metallurgical 

conditions are meant to be realistic.  

Another approach is to make the-stress analysis conditions more 

realistic, by estimating the load, and to evaluate the fracture toughness 

more conservatively by using the minimum dynamic (i.e., the crack arrest) 

fracture toughness. Both approaches have been taken, and they are des

cribed below.  

Conservative Stress. Analysis, Realistic Metallurgical Conditions 

(D. A. Canonico) 

Current thick-walled:.nuclear.-pressure vessels- are- fabricated from 

low alloy high strength- steel plate which has been quenched in water and 

tempered to achieve its optimum mechanical properties. Such heat treat

ments in thick (five inches and above ) plate result in a through-the-thick

ness variation in cooling rate-. .. These cooling rate differences result 

in a variation in mechanical properties-from the surface to a depth of 

about 1 1/2 in. in ASTM A 533 grade B class l steel. (This is the steel



employed in the fabrication of most light-water--nuclear-pressure vessels.) 

Studies in the Heavy-Sectionz-Steel Technology (HSST-) program at Oak' 

Ridge National Laboratory have reported -that-the yield strength for 12

in.-thick steel plate varies from about-85,000 psi at the surface to about 

69,000 psi at the 1/4-thickness to 3/4-thickness locations. (The ASTM 

specification for this steel requires 50-,000-psi-minimum yield strength 

for class 1 steel- and 70,000 psi-minimum-yield strength for class 2 steel.) 

Further, the toughnessz, as-measured:-by-the-30 ft-lb Charpy'V notch impact 

0 0 
energy criterion varies-frbm-about.-150 F -at-the-surface to about +10 F 

at the 1/4-thickness to 3/4-thickness locations. The variation in proper

ties is true for all quenched and-tempered-pressure-vessels and should be 

considered in the evaluationof-an upending accident such as was suffered 

by the Indian Point 3 reactor vessel. Theabove reasoning-regarding the 

variation in properties due to metallurgical variations in the surface 

material has been considered in the application of fracture mechanics to 

the determination of the critical flaw size-to-cause failure.  

Work done by Westinghouse Electric Corporation 2 in connection with 

the HSST Program has provided us with the fracture toughness, KIc, as a 

function of temperature for a steel whose specification is- identical to 

that employed in the Indian Point 3 pressure vessel. Further, their work 

and others have shown that --- 'l at the nil ductility- transition tempera
Ic 

ture (NDTT). Based on-this-assumption-we-have determined Kic versus 

temperature curves for surface andi1/8-thickness-locations for these 

steels. These curves are presented -in Fig l- -This--figure provides 

static fracture toughness values which-can be-assumed to-be applicable 

to the surface, 1/6-thickness:and1/3-thickness-locationsfor the Indian 

Point 3 reactor vessel-. The:dynamicfracture-toughness-for these same 

locations is also presented: in-Fig!.- l. , -These, dynamic- values are also 

based on work reported by Westinghouse- Electric Corporation. The KId 

curve is displaced-about 900 F:higher-in temperature than the Kic. This 

900 value is assumed, to be true, for-the surface and 1/6 -thickness loca-' 

tions.
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The -upending accident .resulted:- in- thevessel--being.stressed at a 

rate somewhere. -between- the stati c: and-.dynamic conditions considered in 

Fig. 1. A reasonable valuei can.,probabybe obtained - by assuming a frac

ture toughness value somewhere between-these- two extremes. -An average, 

such as that obtained with thez following-equation, will probably provide 

reasonably, accurate values for the -fracture- toughness-of the vessel at 

the time of the accident.  

K +K 
K K Ic Kid (i) 
I(Ave) 2 

If the K and K values are taken at +32 0F-(the-temperature at the 
ICI Id 

time of the accident) then thefracture toughness-is as follows: 

K c KId KI (Ave) 
Location ksi ih. ksi / 1n. ksi 1 
Surface >200: 125- 200 
1/6T >200. 80. 140 
1/3T 103 55 79 

The above KI values permit the calculation of-a-critical flaw size 

(if a stress is assumed) or a critical stress" (if-a flaw size is assumed).  

A conservative estimate, made by the ORNL inspection team, of the size 

of the largest flaw that could have beenimissed -by the reinspection was 

conservatively set at 2 in. Moreover, the dimensional check determined 

that the vessel did not undergo-plastic deformation due to the let-down 

accident. Hence a maximum outer fiber stress-of about 85,000 psi is also 

established. This information provides-two-extremely important points 

which permit an assessment of damage to the Indian Point 3 reactor vessel 

based on fracture mechanics.  

The fracture toughness of a material can be determined by the 

following equation:



K =c Ca f~ ,T (2) Klc f 

where C is the shape factor for the flaw, af is the fracture stress, and 

a is the flaw size. For the flaws considered in this evaluation a shape 

factor of 0.9 is appropriate. Equation (2) provides the basis for 

assessing the damage that could have been imposed in the reactor vessel 

due to the upending accident. Calculations have been made based on an 

average fracture toughness value for the material at the temperature of 

the accident. Stress values of 85,000 psi and 50,000 psi (the minimum 

yield strength for ASTM A 533 grade B class 1 steel) have been employed 

in these calculations. Critical flaw sizes to produce failure have been 

determined. These results are listed in Table I. It is evident that the 

critical flaw size is greater than 2 in. regardless of the location 

considered. This is true even for the extremely high 85,000 psi outer 

fiber stress value.  

Table 1. Critical Flaw Sizes Based on 
Average Fracture Toughness Value for 

ASTM A533 Grade B Class 1 Steel 

Location, Fracture Critical 
Distance Flaw Stress Toughness 

(ksi) Surface-in. (ksi in.) (inz 

85a Surface 200 2.16 
75a 1/2 180 2.25 

60a 1 160 2.37 55a  1 1/2 140 2.52 

28b 3 79 3.12 
50b Surface 200 6.25' 331 1/2 140 7.02 

16 3 79 9.5 

aAssumes stress of 85 ksi to outer fibers.

bAssumes stress of 50 ksi to outer fibers.

; .. f . 1.
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Perhaps, however, one could be accused of unconservatism for using 

the stress value at the crack tip because it is indeed a lower value 

than the total integrated stress that would be operable over the entire 

flaw. To avoid this criticism we have made a calculation based on an 

average stress and an average fracture toughness over the entire area 

considered.  

Average stress - outer fiber stress + stress at depth of interest (3) 
2 

Average fracture toughness = 

KI  at surface + KI  at depth of interest 
AeAve ( 4 ) 

2 

Calculations based on these assumptions resulted in the critical flaw 

sizes reported in Table II. The flaw sizes are quite similar; no flaw 

of the maximum undetected size, 2 in., would case failure under the stress 

levels considered. Figure 2 shows the distribution of the critical flaw 

size to cause failure at the various depth locations in the Indian Point 

3 reactor pressure vessel.  

As further assurance that this interpretation of the effects of the 

upending accident is reasonable, we calculated the stress necessary to 

cause failure if the maximum size undetected flaw were present. These 

results are presented in Table III. It is evident that, based on a flaw 

size of 2 in., the stress levels required to cause failure are quite high.  

The above assessment, based on a combined metallurgical and fracture 

mechanics approach to possible damage to the Indian Point 3 reactor pres

sure vessel due to the upending accident, is reassuring. This analysis 

indicates that the maximum possible flaw size present in the regions of 

highest impact due to the upending accident could not have caused damage 

to the vessel. Therefore, based on this analysis, my conclusion would 

be that the vessel was not damaged due to the upending accident at the 

Indian Point 3 site on January 12, 1971.
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Table II. Critical Flaw Sizes Based on an Average 
Stress and Average Fracture Toughness Over 

the Area Under Consideration

Location, Fractureb Critical 
a Distance T Flaw 

Stress. Toughness (ksi) Below (ksi i. ) Size 
Surface-in. (in.) 

85 Surface 200 2.16 
8o 1/2 190 2.20 
75 1 180 2.25 
70 1.1/2 170 2.30 
56.5 3 140 2.40 

aJ aStress on Outer Fibers + Stress at Depth of Interest/2.  

bAverage Fracture Toughness at Surface + Average F.T. at 

Depth of Interest/2.  

Table III. Stress Required to Cause Failure In 
ASTM A533 Grade B Class 1 Steel When 

Flaw Size of 2 in. is Present 

Assumed Depth, Location Fracture 
Fracture Represented Stress 

Toughness by Fracture 
(ksi in.) Toughness Value 

200 Surface 88.0 
140 1 1/2 in. 61.5 
125 2.in. 55.0 
100 2 i/2 in. 44.0 

80 3 in. 35.2 
55a  24.2 

aDynamic fracture toughness values for 1/3 T to 2/3 T 

locations through the plate.

., 1 4 1
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Realistic Stress Analysis, Conservative.Metallurgical Conditions 

(J. G. Merkle) 

a) Load estimate. In this approach the intent is to determine from 

external evidence the magnitude of the vessel stresses during its impact.  

An estimate of the peak reaction force acting between the temporary sup

porting floor and the reactor vessel is required before such a stress 

analysis can be performed. Such an estimate might be obtained from a 

dynamic analysis of the vessel, skid, and floor; but such an analysis 

would be complicated and would be subject to inaccuracies because of' 

lack of knowledge of the time variation of the crane force during the 

let-down incident. However, advantage can be taken of the fact that the 

vessel came to rest near one side of the temporary supporting floor and 

that buckling occurred in the webs of six of the floor beams located 

directly beneath the vessel. Since buckling occurs at nearly constant 

stress, and compression members of mild steel require very closely spaced 

lateral bracing to raise the buckling stress above the yield stress, it 

is conservative to estimate the web buckling stress as the yield stress.  

Multiplying the total thickness of the buckled webs (6 x 1/2") by the 

bearing distance on the concrete shield wall (-2.5') by an assumed yield 

stress of 40 ksi gives an estimated force of 1800 tons. The total weight 

of the lift was 441 tons (see Dadson's memo of 1/13/71). Therefore, the 

estimated reaction force is 4.08 times the weight of the lift. The 

average vertical deflection of the buckled beam webs is about 1/2 in.  

Equating the work done in buckling to the potential energy of the lift 

gives an effective free drop height of only 1 1/2 in.  

It has been assumed for the following stress analysis calculations 

that the reaction force applied to the vessel was 1800 tons. This amounts 

to ignoring the additional load transmitted to the vessel from the other 

end of the floor beams; but this basis also implies a probable overesti

mation of the buckling stress in the floor beam webs. Calculations in

dicate that considering the second beam reaction could raise the force 

applied to the vessel by about 20%; but considering the rotation imposed 

upon the top flanges of the beams that buckled, by the deflection of the



deck plate, could lower the buckling stress-by as much as 601o. Thus,, 

the original load estimate of 1800 tons is still considered conservative.  

b) Load distribution. The load distribution on the vessel is not 

known exactly. It is probable that most of the peak load was transmitted 

to the vessel through the forward pair of skid supports, because of the 

vessel's rotational momentum, and that the forces acting through these 

two skid supports may not have remained exactly equal, because of leaning 

of the skid and vessel. However, the bending stiffness of the top flange 

and the nozzle course should be greater than that of main cylindrical 

region below the nozzle course, because of greater wall thickness. There

fore, the analytical model chosen is a plain cylinder having the inside 

diameter (173.4"1) and the thickness (.8.84") of the main cylindrical region, 

and an axial length of 142 in., which is the dis tance between the middle 

and the rear skid supports. The support reactions-are assumed to be equal, 
0 

and are applied as point loads at angles of 35.5 from the lower part of 

the vertical centerline of the vessel. The skid supports actually each 

have a bearing area of 768 square in., so that the bearing stresses on 

the vessel wall are 2340 psi, acting through sheets of compressible 

plywood. Considering the reactions on the vessel as point loads should 

help to compensate for the fact that the skid supports are not continuous 

in the axial direction. The inertia forces acting on the-vessel are 

considered as a uniformly distributed vertical load of 44-3 psi. The 

soluation to the model chosen is found in Roark, "Formulas for Stress and 

Strain,"1 Third Edition, McGraw Hill, 1954, case no. 19, p. 160.  

c) Stress analysis. The stresses calculated are due to bending only.  

Some through thickness stresses do exist, but they are small compared to 

the bending stresses. A polar plot of the maximum bending stresses is 

shown in Fig. 3, with the direction of plotting from the zero line indi

cating the surface of the vessel at which the bending stress is tensile.  

The maximum calculated bending stress is.11,600 psi., and it occurs on the 

outside surface of'the vessel, at an angle of 84.40 from the lower-part 

of the vertical centerline. The maximum bending stress directly beneath 

the skid supports is almost the same in magnitude,.11,000 psi, *and it is 

tensile on the inside surface.
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d) Fracture toughness. The basic equation of fracture mechanics is 

KI = C&V , (5) 

where K is the elastic tip stress intensity factor in ksi /177., C is 
I 

a non-dimensional shape factor that depends on geometry and the shape 

of the stress distribution over the area of the flaw, a is the nominal 

stress at the location of the flaw in ksi, and a is the flaw size in 

inches. At fracture, U equals a the fracture stress, and K equals f I 
its critical value at fracture Kic which is in effect a material 

property.  

Equation (5) can be solved for the flaw size that would be critical 

at a given stress level. The result is 

K 1 2 

where a is the critical flaw size. The -ritical flaw size is proporcr 

tional to the square of the fracture toughness, KIc , and is inversely 

proportional to the square of the applied stress, a.  

Research sponsored by the HSST Program has shown that a lower bound 

to the minimum dynamic fracture toughness can be calculated from the 

equation 

K 1~25(7 

KId =ys 207 - ' () 

where K is the dynamic fracture toughness in ksi vi-., a is the actual 
Id 0oY s 

static yield stress in ksi, and T is the temperature in F. Using the 

minimum specified yield stress of 50 ksi provides additional conservatism, 

and results in a calculated value of KId of 35.7 ksi Vin. The actual 
0 

value of KId at +32 F exceeds 50 ksi 111 
d) Critical flaw size calculation. Equation (6) was used to calcu

late a critical flaw size, on the assumption that the maximum bending
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stress acted over the entire area of the flaw, which is conservative. The 

value of C was taken as 0.9, which is accurate for relatively deep sur

face cracks and conservative for shallow cracks. a cris determined by 

the following calculation.  

a =IF 35- ] 3=j72 in.  
C TT L(0.9)(11. 6 )] 

No surface flaw with a depth less than 'a crwould have extended during 

the incident. The critical size of embedded flaws would be greater.  

Since there is general agreement that the inspection following the inci

dent would have detected cracks of this size, but none were detected, it 

.can be concluded that crack extension did not occur during the let-down 

incident.  

Conclusions 

Two types of fracture analyses, both believed to be conservative, 

have been made for the purpose of estimating the critical size of a flaw 

that would have been extended by the stresses induced in the incident.  

In one analysis the induced stress at the vessel surface was simply and 

conservatively assumed to be the yield stress, and realistic values of 

fracture toughness were used. The smallest flaw depth calculated by 

this method is 2.16 in. In the other analysis the load on the vessel 

was firs t calculated on the basis of observed damage (and lack thereof) 

in supporting structures. Stresses thus determined were combined with 

conservative dynamic fracture toughness values with the conclusion that 

a flaw of depth less than 75.72 in. would not have propagated.  

The critical size of a flaw would vary according to a location and 

orientation in the vessel, and in both analyses these values represent 

the smallest sizes with respect to this factor. It should also be noted 

that the yield stress levels assumed in one analysis (Canonico) are much 

higher than the maximum stress calculated in the other analysis.  

We conclude, conservatively, that since the second on-site non

destructive examination would have revealed any flaws larger than 2 in.
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in size, but none were detected, that any existing flaws would not have 

been extended as a consequence of the incident.
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